Abstract
Introduction
In this paper we describe a program analysis tool for automatically recognizing the use of a wide variety of software design patterns found in object-oriented code. This work represents a somewhat unique application of well-known static analysis techniques applied in concert with knowledge emerging from the design pattern community. This tool aims at supporting system engineers, software owners, and software analysts in various analysis tasks. To accomplish this we relate recovered design patterns to analysts' higher level expectations involving domain structures, likely operational use, component segmentation, and software qualities such as evolvability, flexibility, performance, and maintainability.
Members of the design pattern community (e.g., [1] , [2] ) are developing best-practice descriptions that provide real benefit for the reverse engineering (RE) of objectoriented software. One objective of software RE is to reconstruct the underlying design rationale of a software artifact in anticipation that this rationale will provide analysts with a clearer insight into what the artifact is about -what does it do, how can it be modified, tested, and reused, what are its qualities. For this to succeed there must be well documented, agreed upon knowledge that spans the gap between extant artifacts and their rationale. For object-oriented software, the maturing design pattern literature provides this link. If we know that developers used a particular pattern (intentionally or implicitly), we have a good idea of what forces influenced the artifact's designers and how they chose to harness those forces in the design and implementation.
There has been a fair amount of work on recovering design patterns in software. For the most part, there is agreement that such information will help document the design, its rationale, and its history [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9] . Some researchers point out that this information might alert or remind developers about tradeoffs that have been made or are at stake [3] . Others look to this as a way to discover emergent new patterns [6, 10] , and, on a more industrial level, as information that helps to identify relevant parts of the code during software maintenance [6, 9, and 11] .
There is research to make using patterns easier, including tools to work directly with the patterns [11] , and tools to accumulate and maintain knowledge about the patterns developed and used for multiple software systems produced by a single development organization [10] .
Our work builds on this research along three fronts: broad-based pattern recovery from object-oriented source code, empirical infrastructure investigation, and design pattern analysis -interpretation of results so that we can relate analysts' expectations and quality concerns to what is actually in the source code as-built.
First, we have developed recognizers for a broad range of design patterns including some template-based realizations of familiar patterns. Most reported automatic recovery work has concentrated on structural design patterns and indeed many authors have expressed skepticism about the ability to recover instances of other pattern types. In this paper, we will report on our research to additionally recover creational, behavioral, and architecture patterns. Second, it is always important to match the power of the technology used (input forms, and computational mechanisms) to the challenges of the problem. For example, some of the work reported in the literature has had success with simply looking at header files and/or Unified Modeling Language (UML) class diagram equivalents, although the false positive rates are quite high. At the other extreme, one envisions using abstract syntax tree (AST) based techniques including program slicing, type inference, or symbolic evaluation; however, these techniques are not as maturely developed for object-oriented code as they are for procedural languages.
As another alternative, we have considered the hypothesis that middleweight parsing, available from commercial integrated development environments, can be used to extend coverage and improve precision for design pattern recovery. Our tool, called Osprey (Object-oriented Pattern REcoverY), uses middleweight front-end analysis of both declaration and definition files (in C++, both .h and .cpp files).
Our approach to validating this hypothesis has been empirical and practical. Since design pattern development/employment is continual and evolutionary (new patterns, new variants used), so must be the development of recognition assets. By taking a snapshot of Osprey's current capabilities, we can investigate the root cause of errors. As this report will show, we have made progress without AST-based techniques and have characterized those places where an AST-based approach would provide additional data.
The third front, design pattern analysis, may require more introduction. We believe it is very important to situate research into potential operational environments as quickly as possible so that we can sharpen our understanding of our clients needs. The following progression documents an important lesson.
One of our authors believed that introducing OMT (Object Modeling Technique) diagrams to a project sponsor would help the sponsor gain a better understanding of the project software. However, the sponsor, wanting call trees rendered visually, was dissatisfied with the class diagrams that were limited to structural information. Applying this lesson on another project, our author conducted a reverse engineering exercise using Together Enterprise [12] to create UML class diagrams, and given a method as entry point, he obtained call trees and control flow by using sequence diagrams. When presenting his findings to the project leader and the project's sponsors, he quickly found that what this audience wanted was an answer to the question, "So is it good code or not?" While the recovered use (or non-use) of design patterns will not in and of itself answer this question, design patterns do carry with them information on applicability conditions and consequences of use that at minimum provide helpful clues about what design problems were addressed.
There are some anecdotes demonstrating that patternbased reverse engineering can help suggest substantial design improvement [4] , and many predictions that such knowledge will be useful. As a practical matter, it may well be that an empirical assessment of the utility of this information will have to wait until the pattern instances can be recovered reliably and accurately on a routine basis.
However, we believe it would be a mistake to ignore use scenarios at this point. We need to answer the skeptical system engineer who asks, "So, you've found 37 places in the code that use the factory method -so what?"
To do this we have codified relationships between high level expectations, applicability conditions of design patterns, and consequences of design pattern use. Thus, for example, when an analyst, requiring data on "how functionality may be added over time without extensive subclassing," selects an item from Osprey's concept map for software design, Osprey responds by indicating the various places in the code where developers have employed the decorator pattern.
In Section 2 we introduce the prototype Osprey tool. Section 3 contains results of applying Osprey to a large system where design pattern use was explicit and pervasive. This section will report on our progress in design pattern recovery. Section 4 includes a discussion of the strengths and limitations of Osprey in particular and our middle-of-the-road framework in general. Section 5 contains related work and in Section 6 we summarize our work to date and briefly suggest future initiatives. Figure 1 depicts the architecture of Osprey. Source code is parsed by a front-end analyzer and represented in an internal representation format. Analysts interact with Osprey to query this representation and to develop recognition assets. There are supportive repositories for design patterns and design knowledge. Report generators produce documentation on the system under analysis. The following paragraphs describe the major components.
OSPREY

Front end analysis
Osprey maintains a complete separation of the front-end analysis from the design recovery and presentation components. Any front-end tool that can be tailored to export data on class interactions will be acceptable. We use Imagix's TCL-based scripting language to extract class interaction information in a format that we can use for subsequent analysis. We have not paid too much attention to identifying or using a common interchange language for this work. We have found using an Extensible Markup Language (XML) base helpful for validating the output of our scripts. The extracted information must include class inheritance, class attributes types, method properties (name, return type, formal parameters, virtual, constructor, overrides and calls) and classes that are instantiated.
Pattern
Internal representation
Osprey's Internal Representation (IR) of the source code mirrors the external XML data. 
Design pattern representation
We represent design patterns as classes with links to other patterns, software qualities, design concepts, and applicability conditions. Table 1 contains a list of the patterns we have modeled along with associated goals that the patterns satisfy.
The reader can find descriptions of these patterns in [1, 2] and other sources on design patterns. The goal statements are indicators of the basic purpose for using the pattern. We manually encoded these statements as structured text objects that are linked to design pattern representations.
Recognizer specification language
Each pattern is associated with one or more recognizers. To ease the development of recognizers we employ a set-theoretic, structural specification language for describing recognition assets. Using this language, recognizer authors construct specifications of a pattern's template. Authors mark each recognizer to indicate a confidence/volatility for the instances found. These markings include: "exemplar", "almost correct" and "violator." ("Almost correct" indicates that, it might be a variant, but we anticipate a higher false positive rate. "Violator" indicates that it might be a variant, but it might provide a false sense of software reliability since there are constructs that violate the guarantees implicit in use of the pattern.)
The specifications need not conform to formal definitions of the patterns. Clauses in the specifications may serve to distinguish between possible pattern types or may establish artificial boundaries that optimize detection profiles. That is to say, some descriptions may describe cliched contexts, rather than first principle evidence. Also, specifications need not characterize all the participants of the pattern. Doing so would result in too many misses when analyzing partial systems.
Specifications generally do not contain lexical constraints, however, we do not hesitate to look for method names such as "clone" or "instance" to recover instances of prototype or singleton patterns, respectively. Also, we regard the existence of a few names for generic actions (e.g., "suspend", "resume") as positive evidence for some patterns where it is not unreasonable to assume that developers will employ them appropriately.
To give the reader a sense of how we are recognizing instances of patterns and to set the stage for a discussion of results, the following paragraphs contain both formal and paraphrased descriptions of several examples. The reader may wish to refer to Table 1 or the design pattern literature for motivational material concerning the patterns we describe.
In the Osprey prototype, authors encode the actual specifications in a stylized language similar to the formal set-theoretic descriptions we use for illustration. The descriptions are constructive (i.e., they must declare how to identify each player either through assignment or set inclusion) and it is to be assumed that the recognizer will report out only those tuples satisfying all the clauses in the specification. Clauses may contain local variable assignments. We have not described all the set constructors and predicates fully, but the adjoining text should convey the meanings.
Creational patterns control the creation of objects. Typically, they dynamically decide which of several possible classes to instantiate. Osprey (indeed any static based tool) may not be able to determine the specific class that is instantiated, but it can find where the instantiations take place. That is, factory method instances contain either an abstract/concrete pair of classes or simply a concrete class (the progeny operator includes the starting class itself). Here the concrete class instantiates instances of a product class and has a non-virtual, non-constructor method that returns instances of an ancestor of the product class.
Structural patterns are constellations of classes whose organization enables the constituent parts to work together. The adapter is a widely used pattern that has several variant forms, often dependent on how the adaptee object is made known to the adapter object. Our recognizer for one form collects the following tuples. {<targetIF, adapter, adaptee> | adapter in classes and targetIF in adapter.derived_from and m in adapter.methods and is_retriever(m) and call in m.calls and called_method = call.dest and m.name != called_method.name and is_retriever(called_method) and adaptee = called_method.class and construct in constructors(adapter) and adaptee in parameters(construct)} That is, an adapter is a class that has a super class (the targetIF) and calls a method of the adaptee class subject to several constraints on method names and interclass relationships.
Behavior patterns organize and manage behaviors of sets of classes. A full recognition might expose the specific triggers and actions in the source code, but identifying these constructs would require control flow and data flow analysis. However, Osprey targets the structural aspects of behavior patterns. The strategy pattern is an example. There are several variants, but one recognizer is the following:
{<strategyIF, context> | strategyIF in classes and strategyIF.subclasses != [] and context in who_uses(strategyIF) and strategyIF in get_contains(context) and construct in constructors(context) and strategyIF in parameters(construct)} In this example, the strategy instances contain a strategyIF class, an abstract class having one or more subclasses, and a context class that has an attribute of type strategyIF, has strategyIF as a formal parameter of a constructor, and calls one or more methods of strategyIF.
Architectural patterns define connectors for a number of architectural styles including interprocess communication. Our work here is complementary to our extensive experience [14] in the automatic detection of architectures for procedural languages. With Osprey, we identify the structural elements of these connectors. That is, Osprey does not attempt to cluster classes into architectural components nor does it detect specific message passing events, but rather detects the mechanisms that developers encoded to handle such message traffic. We have noted with interest that as pattern complexity increases, recognition often becomes easier due to the specificity of the interactions required to implement the pattern.
The reactor pattern will serve as one example of an architectural pattern.
{<reactor, event_handler, handle, demultiplexer> | reactor in classes and event_handler in double_dispatches(reactor) and handle in get_returned_types(event_handler) and demultiplexer in get_classes_called(reactor) and construct in constructors(reactor) and demultiplexer in parameters(construct)} That is, Osprey recognizes reactor instances as classes that contain a double dispatch call (i.e., the registration of event_handler). In addition there must be a handle that is a return type of a method of event_handler and a demultiplexer that is a class that both has a method called by a method of the reactor and is a formal parameter type of a constructor of the reactor.
Recognizer generation and algorithm
Osprey automatically generates Python source code from the declarative specifications. The algorithm walks the recognizer's clauses looking for beacons [15] in the code and proceeds outward from the beacons, only accepting candidates that form constellations passing each test as we go. This approach requires that specification authors take some care in ordering the predicates so computational explosions are avoided.
Report generation
Osprey contains capabilities to generate web-based documentation on the system under analysis. This documentation consists of code-level reports (classes, methods), recovered design patterns, software quality and design rationale inferred from the use of patterns, and the aforementioned concept maps that support navigation from high-level expectations down to the source code that enables the program to meet those expectations.
Design interpreter
The software design process is very complex with many interwoven facets. At highest levels it requires an understanding of properties of the application domain, of intended operational needs, and of the potential use of and interaction with other software components. Often designers consider evolvability (since requirements may change even as the software is being developed) and reuse (to minimize cost of related development). As the design progresses, designers make decisions about control flow, data structures, processing segmentation, building in run-time flexibility, and reducing compilation dependencies.
Osprey contains a representation of many of these design concepts segmented into pattern goals and system expectations. Goals are indications of why a design pattern might be used. Expectations are higher level descriptions about the operational environment of the system or assumptions about the application domain. Osprey uses this information to respond to an analyst who would like to know about a specific aspect of the software.
As additional examples, consider the following scenarios. If the analyst is concerned about how the creation of objects is controlled, the answer is to point to the instances of singleton, prototype, object pool, and flyweight patterns. If the analyst questions how the program enables behavior changes to objects over time, without forcing class recompilation, the response points to instances of the exemplar idiom. Table 1 indicates many other aspects of design that Osprey links to design pattern use.
Discussion of interpretation
One must be careful when making these interpretations. Clearly, an instance of a design pattern identified in the software raises a question about how that instance should be interpreted. It could be a coincidental artifact that the designer did not explicitly intend [4] , or being part of the software "as built", it could still be important [5, 8] . And if we are reviewing code that is to be used as part of an important application, then the specific intentions of the designer, and the tradeoffs that the pattern reflects, might be particularly important [3, 4] .
In general, the intentions of the designer could provide valuable insights into what the software should accomplish, how it should work, and what its environment (assumptions, constraints, operational setting) should be [4, 9] , and some of the research in the literature depends heavily on this [10] .
In reality, the software will work the way it was written to work, regardless of the intentions of the designer. From this point of view, an instance of a pattern may indicate a reality (e.g., bridge instances show where the interface and the implementation of a module were encapsulated in separate classes), an intention ("so that both can be changed independently"), or a context (,"this gives a hint to an area in the program where much change or reuse was expected") [5, 8] .
On a larger scale, there is the matter of what significance there might be in the number of detected patterns or pattern instances in the software. While we agree with the warnings that these numbers can be misleading [4] , we are not yet ready to dismiss them entirely. The numbers by themselves cannot guarantee some attributes such as correctness or security, and they might only partially support other attributes such as robustness; but they could well indicate some levels of other attributes such as evolvability (and maybe even robustness itself to some extent). For instance, one metric might indicate the percentage of code "exposed" (e.g., the number of classes that fail to use a specific pattern with certain members) as one parameter of overall "quality".
Experience
We have applied Osprey to several systems. All were written in C++. The table summarizes each of the programs we have analyzed. In most of the cases, we believe we have successfully recovered the most significant use of patterns.
MSIM is a MITREdeveloped modeling and simulation program containing extensive use of observer pattern and exemplar idiom. The rest of the examples are open-source. Stanford's SUIF is based on a reflection architecture that we detect and many uses of the visitor pattern that we were not able to detect due to considerable indirection in the code. Mozilla contains many examples of bridge and abstract factory. Unfortunately, only Gang of Four [1] and ACE code were sufficiently documented to enable us to directly use them in validating our work. The process of annotating code is labor intensive and error prone. We have not had the resources to perform this task on the other systems but are quite interested in building a corpus of annotated programs that the community can use for validating its results.
We initially validated our recognizers on code provided for the "Gang of Four" book. This exercise was useful because the code mirrors the descriptions of the design patterns in their purest form. While instructive, this exercise was not completely satisfying since the examples are stand-alone and not part of a complex application.
On the other hand, ACE (Adaptive Communications Environment) [16] is an object-oriented framework that implements many core patterns for concurrent communication software. ACE provides a set of reusable C++ wrapper facades and framework components that perform common communication software tasks across a range of operating system platforms.
ACE is useful for validation because its designers intentionally used a wide collection of design patterns and frameworks for architecture patterns along with multiple variants of many of the patterns. We did not manually annotate all of the classes in ACE. Rather our methodology has been to examine and assess any classes if its name or comments suggest that the developers believed they were creating a pattern instance or Osprey recognized it as a participant in a design pattern. Osprey achieved 100% recall and 100% precision for several patterns including dynamic linkage, adapter, one form of external polymorphism [17] , command, strategy (using templates), reactor, and active object.
The table also characterizes the cause of Osprey's errors. For example, a "1FN-F" indicates that there is one false negative and it is due to a Front-end analysis problem. The problem categories are described below.
Discussion
There are many causes for these false negatives and false positives. We classify them as parsing errors, pattern ambiguities, partial patterns, situations requiring a deeper analysis infrastructure, or Osprey immaturity.
Front end analysis errors (F)
Any tools that rely on parsing technology will be limited by an inability to analyze all configurations at the same time. Thus, a pattern participant may not be in all analyses of a program. A second issue is the ability of the parser to deal with macro expansions. We found that in some situations, the front-end parser was not correctly interpreting some macro-defined function calls wherein objects are instantiated. This led to several cases of false negatives for creator patterns. The Front-end responsibilities indicated in the table are of these types.
Pattern ambiguity (A)
We encountered several false positives (identified by human inspection) due to ambiguities in patterns themselves. For example, decorator and proxy patterns are structurally similar: a distinguished subclass that has an attribute filled by superclass objects and a method that calls the same name method of the superclass object. In other words, without external data one can not tell what the designer's intent was.
Partial patterns (P)
We encountered many situations where the full pattern is not in the code under analysis. For example, an application might be intended as a library with the expectation that pattern participants are added as clients 
Deeper analysis infrastructure required (D)
We have found a few situations similar to Pattern Ambiguities, but containing enough context so that a human inspector can make a determination. Indeed control flow and data flow analysis could distinguish between decorator and proxy by noting where some additional wrapping of results is occurring (i.e., the decorator pattern) versus a more straight forward standing in for another object (i.e. the proxy pattern). We are not currently sure if the differential results from using control flow and data flow merit the additional computational costs and additional cost for a more complex analysis engine. To determine this will require more research.
Osprey immaturity (O)
We have developed Osprey so that users can easily create or modify recognizer specifications. At this point in time there are several deficiencies that we may be able to easily overcome with some experimentation. A number of issues are relevant here. First we miss some relevant constellations because we do not handle void*.
It is an open question whether or not letting in all classes where a formal parameter is of type void* will lead to large numbers of false positives. At this point we have opted for a more conservative approach in which we look for only the explicit interactions.
Other idiosyncrasies are shown in the table. For example, the singleton false positive is due to a template that instantiates the template parameter rather than the class itself. The decorator false negative is a templatebased decorator pattern that we did not anticipate. The decorator false positive is a class more appropriately labeled a bridge. Osprey found its proxies by a proxy variant recognizer that looks for method parameters that look like addresses in a different address space. The false positive has a similar structure but is really a class for handling sockets. Four of the external polymorphism false negatives are due to the failure of the front-end analysis to catch an attribute type associated with a typedef. Two more are due to our reluctance to use void* parameters in the recognizer. The final two false positives and ten false negatives are interrelated. We modeled one form of external polymorphism instances as having a containment relationship between a template and another class. However, many classes with this feature are really responsible for a variety of concerns and cannot be properly labeled as external polymorphism. The current recognizer is a compromise that attempts to weed out more complex behaviors, but in the process has missed two good instances and still let in ten bad ones.
Related work
Osprey aligns quite closely to the SPOOL environment described in Schauer et al [3, 18] . As with Osprey, this system highlights the correspondence between code and pattern elements, and it also displays the "informal constituents" (e.g., intent, motivation, applicability) associated with the pattern. However, in Osprey these constituents have been formalized to help analysts explore their expectations from the top down.
Kramer et al [5, 8] describes an approach based on Prolog queries. Paradigm Plus is used to parse C++ header files. Osprey relies on data from both header and definition files. The work in [5, 8] is particularly interesting because it provides Prolog descriptions of several patterns.
Antoniol et al [7] describes a multi-stage filtering process, which uses software metrics to reduce the search space and structural properties to extract structural design patterns from design or code. Osprey only works with code, but it uses call trees, method signatures, set/use data, polymorphism and pointers, and therefore is not limited to structural patterns. Their system does not attempt to derive corresponding attributes for the software under analysis. They report on successes with adapter, proxy, composite, bridge, and decorator patterns, but their pattern representation does not appear to include logical negations (e.g., "this program contains no references to method X of class Y except for those in class Z"), a shortcoming that may increase some "false hit" rates.
Conclusions
We have described an approach to automatically recognizing the use of software design patterns in source code and our preliminary efforts at extracting and presenting logical entailments of such use. We have developed recognition assets for a broad collection of design patterns, but there is need for much broader coverage particularly for architectural patterns. We believe that the level of analysis supported by integrated development environment parsing offers a reasonable platform for carrying on this research.
We have developed representations for design and userinteraction mechanisms that enable analysts to ask design questions and receive data on how the program's developers attempted to deal with the design issue. Importantly, by developing such capabilities early, we benefit from early user involvement and hence better direction for research initiatives. Without feedback on potential results, it is difficult, if not impossible, to predict the facets of the technology that will be important.
To date, we have only anecdotal evidence on the impact of design pattern analysis. The data that seems to have the most impact includes histograms of software qualities, reports on pattern violators, and simple statistics about the program under investigation.
There are several areas for future research. The characterization of design rationale emergent from design pattern applicability conditions is a promising area. However, what we have done to date is but a small step. Substantial impact will follow from work on deeper representation of software design knowledge. Additional mining of applicability conditions in design patterns will be a good starting point.
The integrated development environment we selected has limited our work to the analysis of C++ source code. We will be extending this to an analysis of Java code.
We have extensive experience with the Together environment and intend to develop Java-based scripts to extract information from Together's database and populate our language-independent internal representation. While there are some patterns specific to the Java language, we have developed our recognizers to be language-neutral whenever possible.
Software security analysis is another area that we are interested in. Our middleweight analysis environment is more substantial than that of many of the lexically based security analysis tools in the literature, but may not be suitable for the intensive control and data flow analysis required for the task. We will be investigating the potential for developing lightweight data flow analysis from variable set/use data.
The steps we have taken demonstrate capabilities for design pattern recovery and the feasibility for automatic recovery of design rationale and software qualities of object-oriented software.
